Rough Based Symmetrical Clustering for Gene Expression Profile Analysis.
Identification of coexpressed genes is the central goal in microarray gene expression data analysis. Point symmetry-based clustering is an important unsupervised learning technique for recognizing symmetrical convex or non-convex shaped clusters. To enable fast automatic clustering of large microarray data, in this article, a distributed time-efficient scalable parallel rough set based hybrid approach for point symmetry-based clustering algorithm has been proposed. A natural basis for analyzing gene expression data using the symmetry-based algorithm, is to group together genes with similar symmetrical patterns of expression. Rough-set theory helps in faster convergence and initial automatic optimal classification, thereby solving the problem of unknown knowledge of number of clusters in microarray data. This new parallel implementation with K-means algorithm also satisfies the linear speedup in timing on large microarray datasets. This proposed algorithm is compared with another parallel symmetry-based K-means and parallel version of existing K-means over four artificial and benchmark microarray datasets. We also have experimented over three skewed cancer gene expression datasets. The statistical analysis are also performed to establish the significance of this new implementation. The biological relevance of the clustering solutions are also analyzed.